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Conference Notes 
he The first of Turkic World Economic Forum was started Kazakhistan in 
2008 with The University of Foreign Languages and Professional Career. 
After the third International Turkic World Economic Forum which was held 
in Almaty, in 7-8 June 2014 “IV. International Turkic World Economic Forum” 
was held in Corum in 7-8-9 May 2015, and be hosted by Hitit University.  
The main goal of this economic forum, which was deal with every aspect and issue 
of Turkic World, is to gather scientists and academicians who have interest in 
Turkic culture and thought, and to offer solutions of social, cultural and economical 
problems of Turkic societies, thus to contribute into production of new progress 
and development strategies. By the participations of scientists and politicians from 
all around Turkic World, it is our aim to produce, to share and to evaluate 
knowledge in many disciplines from economy, politics, history, literature, 
philosophy, to theology and religious sciences. Another significant aim which 
gives meaning to the economic forum is the fulfillment of „unity in language, ideas 
and work‟ philosophy of great thinker İsmail Gaspıralı, who died in 1914, and the 
establishment of strong economical and cultural ties in between Turkic World.   
In IV. International Turkic World Economic Forum, there were 5 parallel salon and 
totally 39 session which extensively discussed main goal of Turkic World to 
establish big power. More than one hundred participants were presented their 
academic paper deal with Turkic World. This conference also has provided share 
knowledge to people who are studies on both economic and social sciences about 
Turkic World.  
The opening ceremony was very fascinating with speech Rector, Governor and 
other political represents. Then, all academicians were splitted to different section‟s 
halls that have a special topic about conference theme. In last date of conference, 
conference committee has organized social tour to historical places in Corum city. 
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